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ome to the Introduction to Accounts
In this guide: are legally bound to keep accounts. Accounts help you 

f all your day-to-day transactions and to report on the 
usiness.

 accounts were kept manually in books - hence the 
ping'. The standard method for keeping the books is 
-entry bookkeeping'.

 to explore and understand the fundamentals of 
ookkeeping and learn about the key accounting 

out learning and remembering all the principles in the 
on’t need to keep books manually! We simply want to 
to the fundamentals that often happen behind the 
e 50 Accounts and that are taken care of automatically 

How To Use This Guide ..........

Why Do I Need to Keep Accou

Key Accounting Concepts ......

Types of Accounting & VAT Sc

Accounting for VAT .................

Advantages of Sage 50 Accou

Essential Management Report

Your Questions Answered.......
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 I operate to make more profit?

al requirements that mean you must 
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istered, then according to HM 
, your accounting records must be 
don’t need to keep them in any 
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a set of company accounts to 
overnment register of UK 

companies, every year, as legislated in the Companies Act 1985. 

oration tax, and are legally required to 
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st six years.
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They are also liable to pay corp
keep sufficient records of their 
make a complete and correct C
records must be kept for at lea
ow To Use This Guide

e following symbols appear throughout the guide:
          

e the glossary in Terms Introduced in this Guide on page 30 to 
rn more about any terms you are unsure about.

           

Where you see the pencil icon, the sections that 
follow refer to manual procedures or reference 
information.

           

Where the computer icon appears, this indicates that 
the information to follow relates to your Sage 50 
Accounts software.

Why Do I Need to K

Every business needs to maint
much money it has, where that 
An accounting system maintain

Your accounting records are es
important questions such as:

Am I making or losing mon

How much is my business

How much is owed to me

How can I change the way

In addition, there are certain leg
keep records for inspection pur

For example, if you are VAT-reg
Revenue & Customs guidelines
complete and up-to-date. You 
particular way, but they must be
inspect and the figures in your V
must keep these records for a 

Limited companies must send 
Companies House, the official G
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Eventually, a business can accumulate a great number of 
transactions in its cash book or other records. So how can you best 
use this information to answer questions about your business?

Once you have recorded and classified transactions, you or your 
accountant can use the information to produce reports and charts to 
answer questions such as:

What were my total sales this month?

What were my total expenses and what were the types and 
amounts of each expense?
Accounting and Business

Accounting is the system a business uses to measure its financial 
performance by recording and classifying all the transactions such as 
income, expenditure, assets and liabilities in an accepted 
standardised format. Recording transactions helps to provide the 
information needed to evaluate a company’s past performance, 
present condition and future prospects.

Examples of the types of transactions or events that you might record 
are:

You make a sale. Evidence of the sale might be a sales slip or till 
receipt.

You make a purchase. There might be a purchase invoice and a 
cheque stub to show this.

You pay your employees. Your cheque book, or perhaps your 
bank statement, might support this.

In any business, there are many of these documents and you will 
need some kind of logical system to record them. Traditionally, they 
are first recorded in chronological order in a book. If you are new to 
computerised accounting, this may be how you currently keep a 
record of your business’s transactions, for example by listing each 
item in a cash book.

How much cash is on h

How much does the bu

How much is the busine

So, you can see that the nex
transactions is using the data
the performance of the busin

Every business has its own m
books. However, the underly
accounting remain the same

Let’s look at some of the bas
have a firm understanding of
many kinds of accounting pr
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increase by £10,000. In addition, this 
pany. 

looks like this:

sist of the money you invested and 
k. The liabilities appear before your 
ecause your creditors have first claim 
s a more accurate representation of a 

wn now, any assets left over after 
ies would belong to you.

nd liabilities, see Understanding 
ge 25 or Terms Introduced in this 

 record items such as the money you 
ur business’s accounts. The next 
oncept of double-entry bookkeeping 
fferent types of transactions using this 
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)

+
OWNER’S EQUITY

(£5,000)
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r the company. 

 this stage, the business’s assets are equal to the owner’s equity. If 
u were to close the business down at this point, you would receive 

l of its assets.

ecause a company usually has liabilities - that is, amounts owed by 
e business, as well as assets, this equation might not be an 
curate representation of the business’s status. If the business has 
bilities, these also need to be taken into consideration.

and illustrates how to record di
system.
ey Accounting Concepts

ere are two fundamental accounting concepts that were 
veloped centuries ago, but which remain central to the accounting 
ocess. These are:

The Accounting Equation

Double-Entry Bookkeeping 

e following sections look at each of these concepts in more detail.

he Accounting Equation
           

e accounting equation keeps all the business accounts in balance. 
represents the fundamental business reality: what the business 
ns = what the business owes. 

 order to start a business, the owner usually has to put some money 
wn to finance the business operations. For example, you decide to 

art a company called the Classic Wine Company and invest £5,000 
 your own money to get the business started. Since you, the owner, 
ovide this money, it is called owner’s equity. This money is an asset 

Let’s say that you decide to acc
to help with the costs of starting
the loan, the business’s assets 
loan is also a liability for the com

Now, the accounting equation 
          

Now the company’s assets con
the loan you took from the ban
owner’s equity in the equation b
on the company’s assets. This i
normal business’s accounts.

If the business were to close do
paying off the company’s liabilit

For more details about assets a
Balance Sheet Accounts on pa
Guide on page 30.

Let’s look now at how you would
invest and your bank loan in yo
section introduces you to the c

ASSETS 
(£15,000)

=
LIABILITI

(£10,000
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account that 'receives' it.

Say your business takes a loan from the bank for £10,000. 
Remember the Accounting Equation introduced earlier: 

Assets = Liabilities + Owner’s Equity.

You have borrowed the £10,000 from the bank and owe this amount 
back to the bank, so the loan is a liability to your company. In addition, 
now that your company has the £10,000, the money is an asset to 
the business.
           

Introducing Double-Entry Bookkeeping 

In a manual bookkeeping system, transactions are all recorded in a 
book called a ledger. Each page of this book represents an individual 
named account, such as the Bank account.

An account is a record of all transactions of a particular type, for 
example bank, sales or stock transactions.

In Sage 50 Accounts, these accounts are called nominal accounts or 
Nominal Records, and they are stored in the Nominal option, which 
you can access from the Company navigation group. There is a 
separate Nominal Record for each account. The software uses these 
records to keep track of the transactions you enter.

The Double-Entry System
           

The basic principle of double-entry bookkeeping is simple. Every time 
a transaction takes place - whether it’s a sale, purchase or other type 
of transaction - it consists of two sides. There is the entry on the 
account that 'gives' the money and the corresponding entry on the 

To record the loan transactio
both of these effects, that is,
show this, you would put £10
Bank Loan, and £10,000 in a
Account. The Bank Loan acc
Account shows the asset.

This transaction needs two e
the destination of the money
where the money comes from

In a double-entry accounting
least two of your accounts, s
the name. One entry is called
credit entry.

Remember, Sage 50 Accoun
care of the double-entry auto
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is is what you need to remember:

Every transaction affects two or more accounts.

We must decide which accounts are involved.

The total of the debits must equal the total of the credits.

e secret of double-entry is knowing which accounts to debit and 
hich to credit. Sage 50 Accounts takes care of the double-entry for 
u, but you will find it helpful if you understand the theory behind the 
nsaction postings the software makes. How do we know which 
minal account to debit and which to credit?
anual Double-Entry and T Accounts

anual nominal accounts are structured in a T format. The T divides 
e page into three areas, used for the account name and the debit 
d credit columns. In bookkeeping, we write debit as Dr and enter 

into the left-hand column of the account, and write credit Cr in the 
ht-hand column:

           

           

T accounts take their name from the lines that divide the page into 
its three sections: the space for the account name and the debit 
and credit columns. Together, the lines resemble the letter 'T'.
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To increase R L S accounts, post a CREDIT entry.

To decrease R L S accounts, post a DEBIT entry.

Use PEARLS to help you make perfect debit and credit decisions. 
Remembering Debits and Credits using PEARLS

There is a principle you can use when practising double-entry 
bookkeeping that might help you to deal with nominal accounts 
accurately. This is known as PEARLS because of the order in which 
it places the nominal account categories: Purchases, Expenses, 
Assets, Revenue, Liabilities, Source of Funds.

           

To increase P E A accounts, post a DEBIT entry.

To decrease P E A accounts, post a CREDIT entry.

First, you’ll need to choose t
nominal account you need to

          

Let’s look at some examples

P (Purchases) Raw
item

E (Expenses) Wag

A (Assets) Deb

R (Revenue) Sale

L (Liabilities) Loan

S (Source of Funds) Cap
from
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nk gives you a loan of £10,000. 

ease in your Bank account balance, 
ccount. To increase a P E A account, 
ord a debit for £10,000 to the Bank.

 increased amount in the Loans Taken 
ccount. To increase a R L S account, 
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REMEMBER: Purchases, Expenses, Assets, Revenue, Liabilities, Source of

ble-Entry Examples

ecide to start a new business called the Classic Wine Company. 
ach of the steps below, decide which accounts you’ll need to 
t, then look at which PEARLS category they fall into to help you 
cide whether you need to debit or credit each nominal account.

On 1st December, you put £5,000 of your own money into the 
new company.

You’ll need to show the investment in your Bank and Owner’s 
Equity nominal accounts. Using PEARLS, you can see that the 
Bank account is an Asset account and the Owner’s Equity 
account is a Source of Funds account.

You need to increase the Bank account balance by £5,000. To 
increase a P E A account, you debit it, so you’ll need to record 
a debit for £5,000 to the Bank account.

You also need to increase the Owner’s Equity account by 
£5,000. To increase a R L S account, you credit it, so you’ll need 
to record the balancing credit entry for £5,000 to the Owner’s 
Equity account:

       

2. On 3rd December, your ba

You need to show the incr
and the Bank is an Asset a
you need to debit it, so rec

You also need to show the
account. This is a Liability a
you need to credit it, so yo
to the Loans Taken accou
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REMEMBER: Purchases, Expenses, Assets, Revenue, Liabilities, Source

On 8th December, you find suitable premises and pay rent of 
£500 by cheque. 

Because you’re paying money out of your bank account, you 
need to decrease the balance of this Asset account. To 
decrease a P E A account, you need to credit it, so this time you 
should record a credit to the Bank.

You’ll need to show that you’ve increased the Rent account. 
Rent is an Expense account (overhead), and to increase a P E A 
account you need to debit it, so you should record the balancing 
debit for £500 to the Rent account:
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dit is the source of money.
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PEARLS to decide what type o
of entry you should make to it. 
application of money, and a cre

Use the T-accounts on the follow
the debit and credit entries.
REMEMBER: Purchases, Expenses, Assets, Revenue, Liabilities, Source of

On 9th December, you buy some bottling equipment for £3,000 
and some wine supplies for £800 and pay for both by cheque.

The bottling equipment you buy becomes an asset to your 
business that you will continue to use for some time. Your 
Equipment Account is therefore an Asset account and as you 
are increasing its balance, you need to record a debit entry for 
£3,000 to it. The balancing entry reduces your Bank account 
(another Asset account), so you should record the £3,000 credit 
entry to that account.

Your wine supplies are a Purchase of materials and you need to 
show that its balance is increasing. PEARLS states that to 
increase a P E A account, you should debit it, so you’ll need to 
record the £800 debit to your Wine Supplies account. You’ll be 
reducing the Bank account balance again, so record a credit for 
£800 to the Bank:

           

See if you can complete the ne
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’ll need to post entries to these two 
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REMEMBER: Purchases, Expenses, Assets, Revenue, Liabilities, Source
           

Remember: When you complete these examples, 
use PEARLS to help you decide which account to 
debit and which to credit.

On 15th December, you make your first sale and receive a 
cheque for £2,000. 

These are the two accounts involved:
           

           

On 18th December, you
pay £50 by cheque. You
accounts:
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together in the Trial Balance.

Well done. Now you’ve experie
take place behind the scenes i

Remember, Sage 50 Accounts
bookkeeping for you automatic
nswers
In the first example, you’re putting money from the sale into your 
Bank account and thus increasing its balance. As the Bank is an 
Asset account and you’re increasing its balance, you need to 
debit it with the £2,000 from your sale.
The corresponding entry is to your Sales account. Using 
PEARLS, you can see that this is a Revenue account. As you’re 
increasing the balance of a R L S account, you need to record a 
credit for £2,000 to Sales.

The second example requires you to reduce the balance of your 
bank account as you’re paying money out. It’s an Asset 
account, so you need to record a credit for £50 to the Bank.
You also need to show the entry on your Wages account. Wages 
is an Expense account and you’re increasing its balance, so 
you’ll need to record the £50 debit entry to this account.

Summary

At the close of business on 18th
following accounts:

          

To see the overall effects on you
Report on page 21, where you

Bank 12,650 D
This is th
totalling 
the acco

Capital Invested 5,000 C

Loans Taken 10,000 C

Rent 500 Dr

Equipment 3,000 D

Wine Supplies 800 Dr

Wine Sales 2,000 C

Wages 50 Dr
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this method of accounting for VAT.

AT, see Introducing VAT (Value Added 
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You can account for VAT on a cash basis. The VAT authorities - HM 
Revenue & Customs in the UK, or the Revenue Commissioners in the 
Republic of Ireland, operate a Cash Accounting scheme designed to 
help small businesses manage their cash flow by allowing them to 
calculate VAT on the payments they make and receive, rather than on 
the invoices they issue or, in the Republic of Ireland, on the payments 
they receive from customers and the invoices they receive from 
suppliers. Sage 50 Accounts allows you to account for VAT using the 
VAT Cash Accounting Scheme - for information about setting up your 
software to use this method, see your Sage 50 Accounts help.

For more information about V
Tax) on page 14.
           Types of Accounting & VAT Schemes 
in Sage 50 Accounts

There are two main methods of keeping accounting records. The first 
is the cash-based method. The second is the accrual method, also 
called invoice accounting.

Cash-Based Accounting

Most of us use the cash method of accounting to keep track of our 
own personal finances. This method recognises that income is 
earned, when you actually receive money and does not take 
expenses into account until you pay cash out. 

For example, your personal bank or cheque account record is based 
on the cash method. You record expenses in it when you pay a 
cheque out, and record income when you receive money into the 
account.

In business, cash accounting applies if you deal only with cash sales, 
where your customers pay you immediately for any goods you sell or 
services you provide. For example, if you run a shop where your 
customers pay for all items as they purchase them and you put the 
money directly into your till, you operate on a cash-based system.

For more information about V
Tax) on page 14.

Invoice Accounting

The accrual method of accou
don’t pay you immediately, bu
must then pay within a certai
and the length of time within w
you is called your 'credit term

Using this method of accoun
when it is earned, not when 
buy goods from your supplie
recognise expenses when yo
actually make a payment.

For example, if you make a s
dated 19th November, but d
12th December, you need to
12th December. The income
November’s accounts, not D

You can account for VAT on a
Standard VAT Scheme. By de
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 receive a VAT registration number 
T invoices and other business 

gister, contact your local tax office. 
 the United Kingdom, you can visit 

enue.ie if you are resident in the 

ounting Scheme for Me?

ash Accounting Scheme is designed 
ing VAT easier. If your taxable turnover 
can arrange to account for VAT on the 
, rather than the invoice date or time 

counting Scheme, you don’t need to 
cheme when you begin using Sage 

n how to set up Sage 50 Accounts to 
me, see your online help.

sh Accounting Scheme, you must 
out by the VAT authorities. For 
tax office or visit www.hmrc.gov.uk or 
ent in the Republic of Ireland.
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hat is, your total sales or turnover, not just your profit, exceeds the 
T registration limit specified by the VAT authorities, you must 

gister for VAT. Currently, this limit is £67,000 in the UK or, for users 
 the Republic of Ireland, €75,000 in respect of the supply of goods 
 €37,500 in respect of the supply of services. This means that, for 
ample, if your business is based in the UK and your turnover for the 
st twelve months or less exceeds £67,000, or you expect it to 
ceed this threshold within the next 30 days, you must register for 
T.
troducing VAT (Value Added Tax)

T is a Government tax imposed on certain goods or services 
pplied by VAT registered businesses. Legally, most businesses 
ust register for VAT. To find out whether you need to register for VAT, 
e section When Do I Need to Register for VAT? on page 14.

hen you make purchases you pay VAT on them, and when you 
ake sales you charge VAT on them. 

 the end of a period, you must pay the amount of VAT collected on 
les - that is, output tax, less the amount of VAT charged on 
rchases - input tax, to the VAT authorities. If the amount of input 

x is greater than the amount of output tax, you can claim a refund 
 the difference from the VAT authorities. 

u pay what you owe or claim what you are owed by submitting VAT 
turns periodically, usually every three months. In order to complete 
ur VAT Returns, you must ensure that you account for VAT where 
applies. For more information about accounting for VAT, see 
counting for VAT on page 15.

hen Do I Need to Register for VAT?

e supply of any goods and services which are subject to VAT at any 
te is known as taxable supplies. If the value of your taxable supplies 

When you register for VAT, you
which you must quote on all VA
documents.

For information about how to re
Alternatively, if you are based in
www.hmrc.gov.uk, or www.rev
Republic of Ireland.

Which is the Right Acc

If you are a small business, the C
to make accounting for and pay
is between specified limits, you 
basis of cash received and paid
of supply.

If you want to use the Cash Ac
apply. You can start using this s
50 Accounts. For information o
use the Cash Accounting Sche

Note: If you want to use the Ca
meet certain conditions as set 
information, contact your local 
www.revenue.ie if you are resid
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Accounting for VAT

When you buy and sell goods or services, the net price of an item is 
increased by the VAT amount to give the gross price. The VAT amount 
is generally a percentage of the net amount, for example 15.0%. This 
percentage is called the VAT rate.

There is more than one VAT rate - the rate used depends on the 
goods or service provided. The standard rate charged on the majority 
of goods and services is 15.0%, but some items, such as fuel, are 
subject to a reduced rate of 5%. Other goods and services, such as 
books and children’s clothing, are zero-rated. Certain goods and 
services are exempt from VAT, and you cannot charge VAT on these 
sales. Exempt supplies include postal services, sale of land or 
property and certain types of education and health care.

If you are VAT-registered, you must keep careful records of the VAT 
you pay and collect. This means you must file documents such as 
invoices and credit notes for a minimum period of six years. This 
allows VAT inspectors to check the figures you have used to fill in your 
VAT Return when they carry out their periodic visits.

The Need for a VAT A

If you are VAT-registered, as 
invoices and credit notes, yo
totals of your VAT for each ta
account. 

You may choose to keep two
and the other for VAT on pur

So far in this guide we have 
without taking any account o
you must account for it, on b
using your VAT accounts.
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ecording VAT on Sales

t’s look back at the wine sale you made earlier. The value of the sale 
d the cheque you received was £2,000. In the manual double-entry 
ample, you recorded this as a debit for £2,000 to your Bank 
minal account and a credit for £2,000 to the Sales account.

e wine you sold is subject to VAT at the standard rate of 15.0%. 
is means that the £2,000 sale you made actually consists of 
739.13 net sales price plus £260.87 VAT. 

 account for this VAT element of the sale, the correct double-entry 
ould actually be:

£2,000 debit to the Bank nominal account;

£1739.13 credit to the Sales nominal account; and

£260.87 credit to the VAT on Sales nominal account.

Although this transaction create
accounts, the total of the credit
Bank account.

The balance on your VAT on Sa
This is a liability account, and no
the VAT authorities. Your Sales 
amount of the sale. Your Bank 
this is the amount you actually 
your business’s accounts and m
until you come to pay VAT to th
period.

Alternatively, instead of recordin
account, you might raise an inv
breaks down the net value of th
case, the debit entry affects the
instead of the Bank nominal ac

To summarise, the debit side of
account, whether this is your D
The credit entries increase the R
case Sales and VAT on Sales.
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ates three entries, the total of the debits 
our Bank account.

urchases account increases by 
hows the VAT on this purchase as an 
k from the tax authorities. Remember, 
 your sales and purchases is taken into 
T period so it is likely that overall you 
 the authorities. Your Wine Supplies 

 net value of the sale. Your Bank account 
, as this is the amount you actually paid 

ding the purchase directly from your 
eive an invoice from a regular supplier 
alue of the purchase and the VAT 
dit entry affects the Creditors Control 
account. 

s of the double-entry increase the 
VAT on Purchases account, which is an 
ases an Asset account, whether this is 
ontrol account.
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Recording VAT on Purchases

Let’s look back at one of the purchases you made earlier. When you 
bought wine supplies, you paid £800 by cheque. When you recorded 
the double-entry, you entered a debit of £800 to your Wine Supplies 
account and a credit of £800 to your Bank account to reduce its 
balance.

The supplies you bought are subject to VAT at 15.0%, so the £800 
value actually consists of £695.65 net and £104.35 VAT.

To take into account the VAT element of the purchase, the double-
entry should be:

£695.65 debit to the Wine Supplies account; 

£104.35 debit to the VAT on Purchases account; and

£800 credit to the Bank account.

Although this transaction cre
balances the credit entry to y

The balance of your VAT on P
£104.35. This account now s
asset that you can claim bac
though, that the VAT on both
account at the end of the VA
need to pay what you owe to
account shows £695.65, the
still decreases by the full £800
for your purchases.

Alternatively, instead of recor
Bank account, you might rec
which breaks down the net v
element. In this case, the cre
account instead of the Bank 

To summarise, the debit side
Purchases account and the 
Asset. The credit entry decre
your Bank or the Creditors C
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So

Sage 50 Accounts comprises several modules. Many of these 
re

      

odule represents your purchases 
r and is where you enter details of 
uppliers you buy your materials and 
 from.

      

ompany module contains the 
inal Ledger option, which 
sents the main or general ledger 
 in accounting. This contains all of 
accounts, including commonly-
 accounts such as sales, 
ases, assets, liabilities and VAT 

unts.

      

ank module represents your cash 
 and enables you to process 
ents from and receipts into the 
 account. You can also keep a track 
tty cash and reconcile your bank 
unt with your bank statement.

       

roducts module enables you to set 
cords for your stock items, so that 
an see what you have in stock and 
 for what you have sold.
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present the main accounting books or ledgers. For example:
          

                      

The Customers module represents your 
sales ledger. This is where you record 
details of the customers you sell goods 
or services to.

               

The P
up re
you c
totals
           

Advantages of Sage 50 Accounts

me of the advantages of using Sage 50 Accounts are:

You don’t have to worry about where to record debits and 
credits or making sure your entries are balanced. Sage 50 
Accounts deals with the double-entry process automatically and 
with total accuracy.

Sage 50 Accounts calculates VAT automatically and records the 
correct entry in the relevant VAT control account. At the end of a 
VAT period, you can produce your VAT Return at the touch of a 
button.

The software maintains a complete list of all the transactions you 
enter, known as the audit trail, for you.

You can produce reports and financial statements quickly and 
easily.

Sage 50 Accounts lets you retrieve up-to-date accounting 
information quickly, such as the current status of a customer’s 
account or your sales figures to date.

You can keep your accounts information confidential by setting 
up your own password to access the software. You can also set 
up user names and access rights for individual users.

                

This m
ledge
the s
stock

                

The C
Nom
repre
used
your 
used
purch
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The B
book
paym
bank
of pe
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enter any information. When you record the customer’s payment of 

ccounts Deal With Double-

raditional double-entry system to record 
 every transaction you enter. It records 
tically according to the type of 
 you don’t need to worry about affecting 
ncing the entries yourself.

 care of the VAT element of your taxable 
 VAT amount in a separate account 

ales invoice onto the system to record 
er, Sage 50 Accounts automatically 

:

ontrol account for the gross amount of 
increased asset to your business.

ount for the net amount of the sale to 
enue.

 Control account for the VAT element of 
r company’s increased VAT liability.

tomatic double-entry process occurs in 
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the invoice in the Bank, Sage 50 Accounts reduces the balance on 
the Customer account and updates the Debtors account in the 
Nominal Ledger.

the case of journal entries. 
In Sage 50 Accounts, these options are fully integrated. The following 
diagram shows how the main ledgers are integrated within Sage 50 
Accounts:

           

This means that the modules share common data: for example, if you 
enter a sales transaction as an invoice via Customers, Sage 50 
Accounts automatically posts the details to the Nominal Ledger as 
well as to the Customer account, meaning that you don’t need to re-

How Does Sage 50 A
Entry?

Sage 50 Accounts uses the t
a debit and a credit entry for
these entries for you automa
transaction you enter, so that
the correct accounts or bala

Sage 50 Accounts also takes
transactions by recording the
specifically for VAT.

For example, if you enter a s
the sale of goods to a custom
makes the following postings

A debit to the Debtors’ C
the invoice to show the 

A credit to the Sales acc
show the increase in rev

A credit to the Sales VAT
the invoice to show you

The only exception to this au
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urnal Entries

e journal is used for recording non-regular transactions. These 
ight include:

Entering opening figures of a new business.

Depreciation of fixed assets.

Error corrections in your accounts.

Purchase and sale of fixed assets.

Writing off bad debts.

u can also use journal entries to make transfers between any of 
ur nominal account types: Asset, Liability, Income or Expense. 

ware however, when using journal entries, you must adhere to 
rict double-entry bookkeeping principles; for every debit total, there 
ust be a corresponding balancing credit. This does not mean that 
r every single debit item you must post a single credit item. 

r example, you can post several debits but one balancing credit, 
d vice versa. As long as the net difference between your postings 
zero - that is, the total value of credits equals the total value of 
bits, you can post the journal entry.

r information about how to post journal entries, see your Sage 50 
counts help.
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Management Reports? on page 27.

ort

the balances on all of the nominal 
es in a column on the right and credit 
n on the left-hand side. The total of the 
e total of the credit column; in other 
nces.

nce?

 in two accounts, one as a debit and the 
ll debits is equal to the sum of all credits.

, the sum of all debits must equal the 
 Trial Balance balances. It is therefore, a 
at your double-entries are correct and 

the bookkeeping, the Trial Balance is a 
n used to help in the preparation of the 

ce

lance manually, you need to start by 
totalling the debits and credits on each of your accounts to produce 

e. Once you have these overall account 
er them into the Trial Balance structure.

ial Balance for your wine company. We’ll 
 the Double-Entry Examples section for 

so you need to calculate a final balance 
tal the debits and credits for the Capital 
ayment, Bottling Equipment, Supplies, 
s, the overall balance is £12,650 Dr.
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an overall balance for each on
balances, you need to transf

Let’s look at producing the Tr
use the gross balances from
simplicity.

The Bank has a few entries, 
for this account. When you to
Invested, Bank Loan, Rent P
Wine Sales and Wages entrie
           

Essential Management Reports

You’ve seen that you need to record your business transactions such 
as sales, expenses, assets and liabilities and you’ve learned more 
about these types of day-to-day entries.

In order to measure the success of your business, you now need to 
analyse the information in your audit trail and present it in a 
meaningful way. Producing reports or statements from your accounts 
data enables you to answer questions such as:

Has my business made a profit over this period?

What is my business worth?

There are two essential statements, often referred to as 
'management reports' because they help you to manage your 
business, that answer these questions. These are the Profit and Loss 
and the Balance Sheet reports. In addition, the Trial Balance is a 
useful summary of the information stored in your audit trail.

The following sections look at these reports in more detail, and show 
you how to produce them from your accounts. Remember, though, 
that Sage 50 Accounts generates these reports automatically for you; 
for more information about producing your management reports in 
Sage 50 Accounts, see How Does Sage 50 Accounts Deal With 

The Trial Balance Rep

The Trial Balance report lists 
accounts, listing debit balanc
balances in a separate colum
debit column should equal th
words, the Trial Balance bala

Why Create a Trial Bala

If each transaction is entered
other as a credit, the sum of a

If your accounts are accurate
sum of all credits and so your
useful check to make sure th
your accounts are in order.

As well as being a check on 
valuable source of informatio
management reports. 

Producing a Trial Balan

When you create the Trial Ba
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 not equal the sum of all the credits, 
ere in the accounts or the Trial 

counts have been totalled incorrectly.

counts have been entered incorrectly.

sferred to the Trial Balance incorrectly.

lled incorrectly in the Trial Balance.

e Trial Balance instantaneously for 
ts records double entries 
ounts, generating the Trial Balance is 
uracy of accounts as it is in a manual 
 it allows you to check the balances 
make sure you have recorded 
rds. For details about how to produce 
unts, see your Sage 50 Accounts 
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ch of the other accounts you used in the Double-Entry Examples 
ntains only one entry, so totalling these accounts is easy. The 
erall balances for your accounts are as follows:

Bank £12,650 Dr

Owner’s Equity £5,000 Cr

Loans Taken £10,000 Cr

Rent £500 Dr

Equipment £3,000 Dr

Wine Supplies £800 Dr

Wine Sales £2,000 Cr

Wages £50 Dr

w, you need to transfer each of these balances into the Trial 
lance structure. This essentially lists all the accounts and shows all 
bit balances in one column and all credits in another:

           

If the sum of all the debits does
then there is a mistake somewh
Balance. This can occur if:

The figures in individual ac

The figures in individual ac

The figures have been tran

The figures have been tota

Sage 50 Accounts produces th
you. Because Sage 50 Accoun
automatically on the correct acc
not necessary to check the acc
bookkeeping system; however,
on your nominal accounts and 
transactions on the correct reco
a Trial Balance in Sage 50 Acco
help.
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n invoice for your customer, which they 
ber of days - your credit terms.

es, then your sales value for a particular 
 that your business receives in that 
with credit sales, you must include the 
rvices provided but not yet paid for in 
period. This is because even though you 

ent, you have still made a sale.

f expense. They include purchases of 
f raw materials for production if you are 

at are directly associated with the 
 or that directly contribute in some way 
for your business. For example, labour 

issions, advertising and samples are all 

t, the value of direct expenses and 
 your total sales for the period to 

produce a gross profit figure.

her expenses of running your business 
er time. Examples of overheads include:

ter.

d postage.

ions.
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any VAT you pay on purchases, expenses and overheads. In other 
words, the overall VAT value for a specified period is not your income 
or expenditure, but a liability or asset to your company that appears 
as such on your Balance Sheet.

Let’s look at the account types that make up your Profit and Loss 
report: sales, purchases, direct expenses and overheads.

Sales
Your business might make two different types of sale: cash sales, 
where the customer pays for goods or services immediately, or credit 

Overheads
Overheads relate to all the ot
and remain fairly constant ov

Rent and rates.

Heating, lighting and wa

Telephone, stationery an

Advertising and promot
The Profit and Loss Report

The Profit and Loss report shows your company’s profit or loss for a 
specified accounting period, such as a month or a year.

Why Produce a Profit and Loss Report?

The Profit and Loss report answers the question How profitable is my 
business? You should produce this report at least monthly - if you do 
not create one until after the end of your financial year and then find 
that overall, the business has made a loss, then it is too late to do 
anything about it. If you produce the report regularly, you are in a good 
position to take steps to put your business back on track.

Understanding Profit and Loss Accounts

The Profit and Loss report is made up of the balances of each of your 
income and expenditure nominal accounts, grouped into categories. 
It shows sub-totals for sales, purchases, direct expenses and 
overheads, together with the amount of gross profit and the net profit 
or loss made. 

If you are recording VAT, the report shows the values for each 
category exclusive of any VAT amounts. This is because you owe any 
VAT you take on sales to the tax authorities and they owe back to you 

sales, in which you provide a
must pay within a certain num

If you deal only with cash sal
period is the amount of cash
period. However, if you deal 
value of the goods sold or se
your total sales figure for that 
might not have received paym

Purchases
Your purchases are a form o
stock for resale, or perhaps o
a manufacturing business.

Direct Expenses
Direct expenses are those th
production of goods for sale
to the generation of income 
costs, sub-contractors, comm
classed as direct expenses.

On the Profit and Loss repor
purchases is subtracted from
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 before you take into account the 
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ss this period.
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e figures you need to construct the Profit and Loss account are 
ailable in the Trial Balance:

= GROSS PROFIT

less OVERHEADS

= NET PROFIT
e Profit and Loss report deducts any overheads from your gross 
ofit to show the net profit for the period. This is an important figure 
cause it provides for future investment and shows whether the net 

orth of your business will increase. If there is no net profit, you have 
t made any money over the specified period and need to take 

eps to improve your business’s performance.

roducing a Profit and Loss Report

ge 50 Accounts uses your nominal accounts and Chart of 
counts structure to produce the Profit and Loss report for you.

e Chart of Accounts organises your nominal accounts into various 
oups called categories. For more information about the Chart of 
counts, see your Sage 50 Accounts help.

e categories you need to use to construct a Profit and Loss report 
e those that contain the account types we looked at in the previous 
ction: sales, purchases, direct expenses and overheads. To 
lculate your profit, these categories are used as follows:

          

SALES

less PURCHASES

less DIRECT EXPENSES

           

Your Gross Profit, sometimes k
profit your company has made
expenses of running your busin

The Net Profit shown on the rep
costs have been taken into acco
made from running your busine
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certain useful life and so their value 
 Balance Sheet displays the value of 
e price less any depreciation to date.

 goodwill. This is any advantage that 
etter profits than its competitors, such 
e or good customer relations. This is 

cause it has only a hypothetical value. 
 assets are patents and trademarks.

t the business uses on a day-to-day 
 converted into cash. They are also 
ey can be quickly liquidated into cash.

clude cash in hand, money in the bank, 
rogress.

 in a cycle. For example, your company 
lls the stock to customers who become 
omers pay for the products with cash, 
t again:
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Assets
An asset is something of value that is owned by the business. These 
can be further classified as fixed assets and current assets.

Fixed Assets

Fixed assets are those that are used in the running and operating of 
the business and that the business will normally retain for at least a 
year. They include land and buildings, plant and equipment, fixtures 
and fittings and vehicles. 
The Balance Sheet Report

The Balance Sheet provides a snapshot of your business at a specific 
point in time. You will usually need to produce your Balance Sheet at 
the close of business on a certain day, such as the last day of each 
month.

Why Produce a Balance Sheet Report?

Your company’s Balance Sheet represents the position of your 
business at the time that you produce the report, as your assets and 
liabilities vary day-to-day. 

The report shows the difference between what you owe and what you 
own - this difference shows you what your company is actually worth.

Understanding Balance Sheet Accounts

The Balance Sheet shows what your company owns - your assets, 
and what it owes - your liabilities. It also displays your company’s 
capital - this is the difference between the assets and liabilities and is 
also known as the net assets or net worth of the business.

Let’s look at each of the account types that make up your Balance 
Sheet: assets, liabilities and capital.

These assets usually have a 
reduces, or depreciates. The
fixed assets as their purchas

Another type of fixed asset is
enables a company to earn b
as a well-regarded brand nam
called an intangible asset be
Other examples of intangible

Current Assets

Current assets are those tha
basis and that can quickly be
known as liquid assets, as th

Examples of current assets in
debtors, stock and work in p

Current assets usually move
invests cash in stock, then se
your debtors. When the cust
this enables the cycle to star
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tracting its liabilities from its assets, 
over if you paid off everyone that the 
re are no business liabilities, the net 
nt of the assets of the business. 

et Report

ort, Sage 50 Accounts bases the 
port on your chart of accounts 

ct your Balance Sheet report are 
 types we looked at in the previous 
pital. To calculate your business’s net 
d according to the Accounting 

CE OF FUNDS

e your Balance Sheet report are also 

, also called Net Assets, which 
should equal the value of Capital and 
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e classed as current liabilities.

apital
apital is money invested in the business by its owners. It may come 
m the owners putting in money of their own, or it may be raised by 
lling shares in a company. Capital is also created when a company 
akes a profit and retains all or some of it in the business.

apital, also called net worth, is essentially what is yours. Using the 
counting Equation that we discussed earlier, it is the value of the 

The Assets less Liabilities figure
appears on the Balance Sheet 
om this you can see how important it is to keep control over your 
btors - until your customers pay you, the cycle cannot continue 
d you may not be able to invest in further stock. Remember: until 
u receive the payment, you have not actually made any profit.

abilities
bilities are those amounts that you owe to third parties including 
nks, suppliers, tax authorities and employees. 

liability is a legal obligation to pay a debt. The debt can be paid with 
oney, goods or services, but it is usually paid in cash. 

Current Liabilities

rrent liabilities are those that are due for payment within a relatively 
ort period of time. They include your creditors, overdrafts and hire 
rchase or lease payments due within the next twelve months.

Long Term Liabilities

ng-term liabilities are obligations that will not become due for a 
mparatively long period of time, usually not within the next twelve 
onths. They include mortgages, other loans and hire purchase or 
se agreements that do not have to be paid within one year. Only 

e amounts payable after twelve months are long-term liabilities; 
ounts payable within a one-year range are current liabilities. For 

ample, a mortgage is a long-term debt and payment is spread over 

business as represented by sub
and shows what would be left 
business owes money to. If the
worth is equal to the total amou

Producing a Balance She

As with the Profit and Loss rep
layout of your Balance Sheet re
structure. 

The categories used to constru
those that contain the account
section: assets, liabilities and ca
worth, these categories are use
Equation, as follows:

ASSETS = LIABILITIES + SOUR

The values you need to produc
available in the Trial Balance:
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eport as a PDF document, save it to file 
can send each report as an e-mail 

 produce all of these reports from within 

Trial option to produce your Trial 
 report. This report shows the current 
credit balance for all nominal accounts 
w a value - that is, unused nominal 
s are not listed. 

rt also shows the total value of all 
it entries and credit entries. Because 
 Accounts controls the double-entry 
 for you, these values will balance.

P and L option to create your Profit 
s report. You can calculate a Profit and 
 the current month, or for any range of 
tive months within your current 
 year. 

rt shows the balances of each of your 
and expenditure accounts grouped 
gories and sub-totalled to show 
urchases, Direct Expenses and 
ds. Your Gross Profit and Net Profit 
re also shown.
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Some of the advantages of using Sage 50 Accounts to produce your 
management reports are:

You can produce your Trial Balance, Profit and Loss and Balance 
Sheet reports at the touch of a button, using the information 
stored in your Nominal Ledger.

Sage 50 Accounts allows you to print your reports straight away, 
or simply view them on screen.

income 
into cate
Sales, P
Overhea
figures a
Reserves, also known as Financed By, at the bottom of the report. 
This is your business net worth and represents what your business is 
worth at this point in time.

Linking the Profit and Loss and Balance Sheet 
Reports

Generally, you will prepare the Profit and Loss and Balance Sheet 
reports together because in a way they are twin reports. The Profit 
and Loss report shows what happened within your business over a 
certain period of time, and the Balance Sheet shows the resulting 
condition of the business at the end of that period.

If you look at copies of the Profit and Loss and Balance Sheet reports 
you produce from Sage 50 Accounts for the same period, you can 
see that the Net Profit that appears at the bottom of the Profit and 
Loss report is the same as the Reserves value that appears in the 
Financed by section of the Balance Sheet. This is the link that ties the 
Profit and Loss to the Balance Sheet and shows the effects of that 
period’s trading on the overall position of the business.

           

How Does Sage 50 Accounts Deal With 
Management Reports?

You can produce each r
for later viewing, or you 
attachment.

In Sage 50 Accounts, you can
Company > Financials:

          

Trial
           

Use the 
Balance
debit or 
that sho
account

The repo
your deb
Sage 50
postings

P and L
           

Use the 
and Los
Loss for
consecu
financial

The repo
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is is a set of fictitious company accounts, which you can access by 
lecting File > Open and choosing Demo Data.

e hope you enjoy using Sage 50 Accounts.
ext Steps...

ank you for taking the time to read the Introduction to Accounts 
uide.

e hope the guide has given you a background understanding of the 
ain processes used by Sage 50 Accounts. For further help and 
sistance when using the software, open Sage 50 Accounts’ 
egrated Help system by pressing F1 at any time. 

u can also use the Practice Company feature and demonstration 
ta included in Sage 50 Accounts to practise any new procedures - 

lance
           

Use the Balance option to produce your 
Balance Sheet report. The Balance Sheet 
details what your business owns - your assets, 
and what it owes - your liabilities. The 
difference between the assets and liabilities - 
that is, your net assets or net worth, also 
appears on the report. 

The Balance Sheet report is cumulative, and 
shows both the current year’s figures and any 
values brought forward from the previous 
financial year.
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try of £100 is made in the account. 
ounts that refer to you. Your £100 is 
 is a credit entry in the bank’s account.

ep a record for each customer. This tells 
lso use the Sales Ledger details to keep 

ed to suppliers and VAT liability. Long-
 over a period of a number of years.

n the bank and monies owed to you by 

e making healthy profits and the value of 
peak to someone who is qualified to 
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As the name suggests, output VAT is the VAT charged on sales, the output of a business.

What is Input VAT?

As above, it is VAT on items that come into a business, expenses and items that have been purchased.

How do I know if my business is performing well?

Accountants use many means to establish whether a business is performing well. As a general rule, if you ar
your business is rising then it could be said that your business is performing well. For further confirmation, s
advise you.
Your Questions Answered
          

Why is my bank account a debit entry, when I have money in the account and on my statement it’s a credit 

A bank account is an asset account. Therefore, if you put £100 into your company bank account a debit en
The bank keeps its own business accounts. Your statement is in effect a copy of the parts of the bank’s acc
owned by you and is therefore a liability to the bank, as they owe you this money back. Therefore, the £100

Why do we keep a record of what we are owed in the Nominal Ledger and also in the Sales Ledger?

In the Nominal Ledger we know how much we are owed as a total. However, in the Sales Ledger we can ke
us how much each customer owes us and what transactions have been made with that customer. You can a
track of how long customers’ debts have been outstanding.

What is the difference between current liabilities and long-term liabilities?

Current liabilities are those liabilities which fall due for payment within twelve months, for example money ow
term liabilities are liabilities that fall due in more than twelve months, such as your mortgage and loans taken

I’ve heard of liquid assets - what are they?

Liquid assets are those assets which can be turned into cash relatively quickly. Examples are cash, money i
your customers.

What is Output VAT?
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L ionally, a ledger was a large book with 
 each ledger consists of a group of 
0 Accounts, accessed from the 
e.

O artnership, this would be the amount 

D r net worth account. The debit is one 

C pense or asset account. The credit is 

P f a transaction in the cash book.

C  Share capital is the amount provided 

R
E

ave been retained in the business for 
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one side of the double-entry bookkeeping process.

ostings The recording of an entry in the company’s accounting records, for example the listing o

apital The money that the proprietors have contributed to the business to enable it to function.
by way of shares. It also includes any profits that have been left in the business.

etained 
arnings

Profits of the business that have not been paid to the owners or shareholders, but that h
reinvestment.
rms Introduced in this Guide
          

ccount A record of all transactions of a particular type, for example stock, or relating to a particu

ssets Generally, assets are items that a business owns. These can be current assets such as c
equipment, vehicles and property.

iabilities These are amounts that a business owes to a third party, such as bank loans or mortgag

ournal
Also Daybook; 
ash Book)

A book in which transactions are recorded as they occur. It provides a chronological recor
you may be familiar with is the cash book, in which you record all of your receipts and exp
daybooks to record different types of transactions separately, for example listing income
Daybook.

edger A collection of accounts of a similar type, containing the totals from all the journals. Tradit
separate pages for each account. In computerised systems such as Sage 50 Accounts,
computer records. The main ledgers are nominal - the Nominal Ledger option in Sage 5
Company module, sales - the Customers module, and purchases - the Suppliers modul

wner’s Equity The total of all capital -paid-in and donated, plus retained earnings. For a sole trader or p
remaining after the value of all liabilities is subtracted from the value of all assets. 

ebits An entry that increases an expense or asset account, or decreases an income, liability o
side of the double-entry bookkeeping process.

redits An entry which increases an income, liability or net worth account, and decreases an ex
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d to the goods or services you produce.

all deductions have been made, for 

ing is deducted, for example in the case 

l Accounts are built into Sage 50 
ntrol Account shows a summary of all 

becoming out of date over the course of 
pany that can be offset against the 

duced by the same amount.

 will remain unpaid. Also to reduce the 
.

es - your liabilities. It also displays your 
known as the net assets or net worth of 
me and you will usually produce it at the 

ly. It is made up of the balances of each 
hases, Direct Expenses and Overheads.

t is equal to the net value of sales minus 
es.

. This shows the actual profit you have 
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Gross Profit The profit before subtracting the expenses of doing business, that is, the overheads. I
the cost of goods or services sold and before payment of taxes and operating expens

Net Profit The profit after subtracting all expenses and costs, that is, after subtracting overheads
made from running your business during this period.
Overhead Business expenses, such as rent, utilities and insurance that are not directly connecte

Net Amount The amount of a transaction before VAT is added. Also the amount that remains after 
example in the case of wages.

Gross Amount The total amount of a transaction including any VAT. Also the total amount before anyth
of wages.

Control Account An account that shows the total of transactions entered in an individual ledger. Contro
Accounts to allow automatic double-entry to take place. For example, the Debtors Co
the transactions posted to the Sales Ledger.

Depreciation A decrease in the original value of an item because of wear and tear, deterioration and 
its expected life span. The depreciation of your fixed assets is an expense to your com
profits you make, and the value of the asset on the company Balance Sheet is also re

Write Off To cancel a debt, for example if you believe that an outstanding invoice to a customer
value of a fixed asset such as a vehicle to zero, for example at the end of its useful life

Balance Sheet A report that shows the total of what your business owns - your assets, and what it ow
company’s capital - this is the difference between the assets and liabilities and is also 
the business. The Balance Sheet provides a snapshot of your business at a point in ti
end of a period, for example at the end of a month.

Profit and Loss The Profit and Loss report shows you whether or not your company is trading profitab
of your income and expenditure accounts, grouped into categories such as Sales, Purc
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